


Welcome!  The Institute for Measurement, Methodology, Analysis and 
Policy ( Todd D. Little, Director) at Texas Tech University is proud to 
announce the 13th annual Stats Camp!   Stats Camp offers academics 
and professionals a way to gain statistical knowledge and skills to 
enhance their education and research success.

This event kicks off the first week in June and has (2) one week sessions.  
Stats Camp is an incredible learning experience not found anywhere 
else.  Courses are taught by leading experts in statistics.  This is a great 
opportunity to gain a skill, make new friends and network with peers.

Stats Camp, Bigger and Better in Texas!  Stats Camp will be held 
in Grapevine Texas, just minutes away from Dallas!  This is going to be 
big, fun, and packed with stats... better bring a friend or two!  Check out 
courses, stats camp activities, location and lodging pages to find out 
more!  Make plans now to be a part of Stats Camp 2015!

The Institute for Measurement, Methodology, Analysis & Policy and 
Texas Tech University are sponsors of Todd Little’s Stats Camp.  
Email us!  statscamp@statscamp.org
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Letter from the Director

I started Stats Camp back in 2003, with a dozen faculty and graduate 

students attending my SEM Foundations and extended applications course. 

I started Stats Camp because I was acutely aware of how   researchers 

desperately needed accessible access to the advanced statistical procedures 

driving the research agendas of today. Soon, I added Longitudinal SEM and 

convince my friend and colleague, Noel Card to offer Meta-Analysis. Stats 

Camp grew in popularity so much so that we had to move from our original 

location to the expanded convention capabilities at the Holiday Inn that we 

enjoyed for a few years. Now, I’m Very Excited to teach in and host the 2015 

version of Stats Camp! We have moved to Grapevine Texas at the brand 

new Courtyard/TownPlace Suites Complex. We are just minutes from the 

DFW airport, and the hotel offers a free shuttle! Talk about convenience and 

cost savings. This year we are expanding our offerings to host 15 different 

courses on essential research statistical methods. In this brochure, you’ll 

find the details of each course, details of the location we will occupy, and 

details on when and how to register. I want to personally welcome you to 

Stats Camp 2015!  

       Todd D. Little

 

Director
Todd D. Little, PhD is a Professor 
of Educational Psychology and the 
founding Director of the Institute 
for Measurement, Methodology, 
Analysis and Policy (immap.educ.
ttu.edu) at Texas Tech University. 
Little has worked at the Max Planck 
Institute for Human Development’s 
Center for Lifespan Studies (1991-
1998),Yale University’s Department 
of Psychology (1998-2002), and the 
University of Kansas (2002-2013), 
where he founded and directed the 
Center for Research Methods and 
Data Analysis. In 2001, Little was 
elected to the Society for Multivariate 
Experimental Psychology. In 
2009, he was elected President 
of APA’s Division 5 (Evaluation, 
Measurement, and Statistics). Little 
is a Fellow in AAAS, APA and APS. 
He organizes and teaches in the 
internationally renowned “Stats 
Camps” each June (see statscamp.
org for details). In 2009, he 
received the W.T. Kemper award for 
excellence in Teaching at KU and in 
2013 he received the Cohen award 
for distinguished contributions to 
teaching and mentorship from APA’s 
Division 5.
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SESSION 1 • June 1-5 
COURSE OVERVIEW

PAGE  COURSE 
6 SEM Foundations and Extended Applications
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course focuses on intensive short course on the principles of structural equation modeling. Topics include confirmatory  
 factor analysis, multiple-group comparisons, factorial invariance as well as extended applications such as hierarchical models and  
 multi-level SEM. 

8 Introduction to Social Network Analysis using R and Rsiena 
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course is designed primarily for researchers who are interested in conducting social network research, particularly  
 those who are embarking upon it for the first time. With a focus on actor-oriented and tie-oriented characteristics of and changes within  
 complete social networks, the course will survey a variety of approaches to analyzing network data at single or multiple points in time.

10  Mixture Distribution Model
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course is an intensive short course in the fundamentals of latent class analysis and finite mixture modeling. Finite  
 mixture models are a type of latent variable model that express the overall distribution of one or more variables as a mixture of a finite  
 number of component distributions. 

12  Multilevel Modeling
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course focuses on the theory and practice of methods for analyzing hierarchically organized data. Topics include  
 random effects, centering, multiparameter tests, plotting and probing within-level and cross-level interactions, multilevel modeling for  
 longitudinal data, and other applications of multilevel analysis.

14  Data Mining & Big Data Analytics 
 Institute Overview
 This summer institute is an intensive short course on the principles and practice of data mining and big data analytics. Topics include  
 data structures, exploring and transforming data, classification & regression trees vs. decision trees, random forests, boosting, and  
 model performance and evaluation.  Text mining and qualitative data analysis will also be touched upon.  Extensions of decision trees  
 for cost-benefit analysis will be demonstrated.

16  Bayesian Data Analysis
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course covers principles of Bayesian data analysis.  Bayesian analysis provides rich information about the relative  
 credibilities of all candidate parameter values for any descriptive model of the data, without reference to p values. Bayesian analysis  
 applies flexibly and seamlessly to complex hierarchical models and realistic data structures, including small samples, large samples,  
 unbalanced designs, missing data, censored data, outliers, etc.

18  Mediation and Moderation
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course addresses methods to test why two variables are related (mediation) and when two variables are related   
 (moderation). The course will cover classic and contemporary approaches to estimating moderation and mediation effects; topics  
 include path analysis, indirect and direct effects, testing intervening variable effects, probing and plotting interactions, and combining  
 moderation and mediation.

20  Psychometrics
 Institute Overview
 Topics covered in this stats camp course include (a) measurement and statistical concepts, (b) scaling, (c) validity, (d) reliability, (e)  
 factor analysis, (f) item and test bias and the role each plays in test fairness, (g) introduction to item response theory, (h) introduction  
 to generalizabilty theory, (i) survey of advanced topics in psychometrics, and (j) developing norms and conducting test score equating.
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SESSION 2 • June 8-12 
COURSE OVERVIEW

PAGE  COURSE 

22 SEM Foundations and Extended Applications (Spanish)
 Metas:
 Este stats camp curso busca llenar un vacío en la disponibilidad de opciones de capacitación de esta área en español. Los temas  
 incluyen análisis factorial confirmatorio, comparaciones entre múltiples grupos, invariancia factorial, así como aplicaciones más  
 especializadas como modelos jerárquicos y multi-nivel SEM.

24 SEM with Mplus
 Institute Overview
 More and more researchers in the social and behavioral sciences use, or want to use, Mplus to analyze their structural equation models.  
 This stats camp course is a five day workshop on using Mplus v7.

26  Longitudinal SEM
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course, sponsored by IMMAP, is an advanced intensive short course in the analysis of longitudinal data using SEM.

28  Advanced SEM
 Institute Overview
 The goal of this stats camp course is to provide instruction on advanced topics in the world of structural equation modeling. Students  
 will receive instruction on cutting edge topics and techniques. In addition, students who sign up for this course can request topics to  
 be included during the weeklong course. If we have the expertise, we’ll gladly prepare and deliver a module on the topic! As with all  
 Stats Camp courses, personal consultation time is available and ample support resources are provided on our web pages at 
 statscamp.org.

29  Meta-Analysis
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course teaches the skills necessary to conduct and write publishable meta-analytic reviews, including methods of  
 searching the empirical literature, coding effect sizes, and analyzing effect sizes across multiple studies.

31  Modern Biostatistics
 Institute Overview
 The goal of this stats camp course is to provide instruction on advanced topics in the world of biostatistics. Students will   
 receive instruction on cutting edge topics and techniques. In addition, students who sign up for this course can request topics to be  
 included during the weeklong course. If we have the expertise, we’ll gladly prepare and deliver a module on the topic! As with all Stats  
 Camp courses, personal consultation time is available and ample support resources are provided on our web pages at statscamp.org.

32  Program Evaluation and Cost-Benefit Analysis
 Institute Overview
 This stats camp course is an intensive short course on the principles and practice of program evaluation and cost-effectiveness and  
 cost-benefit analysis. Topics include program theory, needs assessment, monitoring progress and measuring outcomes, cost-  
 effectiveness vs. cost-benefit analysis, time and discounting, sensitivity analysis and risk analysis, and SEM and decision tree   
 extensions of cost-benefit analysis.



Early Bird Registration Deadline

Register early and save!  The early bird registration deadline
is before 11:59 p.m. (CST) on May 1, 2015

Graduate and post-doctoral students will receive a significant reduction in registration fees with proof of graduate 
student or post-doctoral status.

If you have any questions, please contact Britt Gorrall at:  britt.gorrall@ttu.edu.
You can also email: statscamp@statscamp.org

To register go to:  www.depts.ttu.edu/immap/statscamp/Registration/
Registration fees listed below reflect the registration cost per week. Register for two weeks of classes and $100 
will be deducted from the total registration fee. 

SMEP Minority Fellowships Available

The Society of Multivariate Experimental Psychology (http://www.smep.org/) is offering a trial scholarship 
for minority scholars to attend our summer institutes. For the purposes of the SMEP minority fellowships, 
minority is defined as Latino/a, African American, or Native American.

Prospective students should submit an application for a fellowship that includes copies of transcripts, 
a declaration of minority status, a statement of financial need, and a short personal statement that must address 
what you wish to accomplish from taking a summer institute course, including both short-term and long-term 
goals. All received applications will be reviewed by the faculty who teach the summer institute courses. We will 
rank order the candidates based on merit and need. Funds are limited, so not all applicants will receive support. 

Registration                              Regular       Early

Regular Registration    $1995  $1495

Graduate or Post-Doc    $1195  $  795

SMEP Faculty     $  995  $  995

SMEP Graduate or Post -Doc    $  495  $  495

TTU Faculty     $1295  $1295

TTU Graduate or Post-Doc   $  695  $  695

5

Registration     

Note:  Active members 
in select societies (e.g., 
APA’s Division 5 members) 
receive a discounted rate.  
Also, groups of 3 or more 
registrants may be eligible 
for a discount.  

Please contact
statscamp@statscamp.org 
to find out if you qualify.
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SEM Foundations and Extended Applications

Institute Overview
This summer institute is an intensive short course on the principles of 
structural equation modeling. Topics include confirmatory factor analysis, 
multiple-group comparisons, factorial invariance as well as extended 
applications such as hierarchical models and multi-level SEM. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Structural Equation Modeling will enable 
participants to:

• Gain a basic understanding of structural equation modeling techniques  
 as applied in the social and behavioral sciences.
    
• Develop a clear understanding of the conceptual basis of SEM and an 
 appreciation of its mathematical basis.
    
• Gain knowledge of the ways in which one should formulate models,   
 test alternative models, and evaluate models with regard to statistical 
 and practical significance.
    
• Become acquainted with a variety of models that are special cases of  
 the fundamental SEM model (e.g., HLM, growth curve).
    
• Become proficient in the use of the program(s) LISREL, Mplus and  
 Laavan analysis of structural models

Instructors
Todd D. Little, Ph.D., is a professor 
of Educational Psychology 
and Leadership at Texas Tech 
University. Little is also the director 
of the Institute for Measurement, 
Methodology, Analysis, and Policy 
(IMMAP) at Texas Tech University. 
He holds a Ph.D. in developmental 
psychology from the University of 
California-Riverside. Little in 2013 
received the APA Division 5 Jacob 
Cohen Award for Distinguished 
Contributions to Teaching and 
Mentoring. 

Noel A. Card, Ph.D., is an associate 
professor Educational Psychology 
at the University of Connecticut. He 
holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology 
from St. John’s University, and 
completed a postdoctoral fellowship 
in quantitative and developmental 
psychology at the University of 
Kansas. Noel has received many 
accolades for his skills at teaching 
and consulting on SEM issues 
and concepts, and has worked 
extensively in applying SEM to 
longitudinal and dyadic data.

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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Audience
If you need to analyze the covariance 
structure of multivariate data and have a 
basic statistical background, this course is 
for you. You should have a good working 
knowledge of the principles and practice 
of multiple regression and elementary 
statistical inference. You do not need 
to know matrix algebra, calculus, or 
likelihood theory (although that knowledge 
would be beneficial). Participants from 
a variety of fields, including sociology, 
psychology, education, human 
development, marketing, business, 
biology, medicine, political science, and 
communication, will benefit from the 
course.

The course will support LISREL, Mplus 
or Laavan. Some assistance will be 
available for questions related to other 
structural modeling packages. No previous 
knowledge of LISREL, Mplus or Laavan 
is assumed. Furthermore, nearly all the 
techniques taught in the course can be 
translated fairly easily to most other 
packages.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.
 

Syllabus Instructors:  Todd D. Little & Noel Card

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introductions. Philosophy
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Psychometrics
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Defining Constructs
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Identification
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Confirmatory Factor Analysis I – Introduction to CFA
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Confirmatory Factor Analysis II – Comparing Models, Model fit
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  CFA: The foundation of any SEM model, continued
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Parcels and Parceling; Start of Individual Consultations.
  
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multiple-Group CFA – Testing for configural and weak invariance
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Multiple-Group CFA – Testing for Strong Invariance
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Multiple-Group CFA – Tests and comparing latent parameters
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Wrap-up then Individual Consultations.
 
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Missing data and Power
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Multiple-Group SEM and Latent Regression Models 
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Mediation and Moderation
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Catch-up time then Individual Consultations
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multi-trait, Multi-Method (MTMM) and Hierarchical Models
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Hierarchical Models, continued; Writing results, Cautions & Wrap-up
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

 SEM Foundations and Extended 
Applications  continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.



Introduction to Social Network Analysis using R and Rsiena 

Institute Overview
This summer institute is designed primarily for researchers who are interested 
in conducting social network research, particularly those who are embarking 
upon it for the first time. 

Morning sessions will consist primarily of lectures and class discussions. 
Afternoon sessions will be dedicated to lab demonstrations and activities 
designed to help participants become users of social network methods and 
software. Participants are not required but encouraged to bring their own 
complete network data. The Friday afternoon session will be reserved for 
consulting on individual projects. 

With a focus on actor-oriented and tie-oriented characteristics of and 
changes within complete social networks, the course will survey a variety of 
approaches to analyzing network data at single or multiple points in time. The 
course will use R software to analyze both ERGM and longitudinal networks 
and will consist of a mixture of classroom teaching and hands-on computer 
work. As such, this is a great introduction to R for anyone!  

Sample network data will be provided for the lab activities and every day 
participants will conduct some type of analysis! This is an applied course that 
will take you from novice to proficient in 5 days!

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Social Network Analysis will enable 
participants to:

•    Develop a theoretical and practical understanding of social networks and   
 the sophisticated software packages used to analyze them
    
•    Get hands-on practice using R to visualize and model cross-sectional and  
 longitudinal social network data
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Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 

Instructors
Leslie Echols, PHD is an assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Psychology at Missouri State 
University. She studies adolescent 
peer relationships in context 
with a special focus on bullying/
victimization. She has a particular 
interest in measurement and enjoys 
creating novel ways to examine 
dyadic and network characteristics 
in school and classroom friendship 
networks as well as features of 
the school environment that may 
contribute to negative experiences 
with peers.

Michael D. Siciliano, Ph.D., is an 
Assistant Professor in the Department 
of Public Administration at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
(UIC).  He holds a Ph.D. in public 
policy and public administration 
from the University of Pittsburgh and 
a master’s in public policy analysis 
from Carnegie Mellon University.  
Michael’s work investigates the factors 
influencing network formation as well 
as the effect of social structure on 
individual and collective behavior, 
decision-making, and performance. 
Michael has taught network analysis 
training courses and workshops for 
the Midwest Association for Public 
Opinion Research (MAPOR), the 
Center for Disaster Management at 
the University of Pittsburgh, and the 
Center for Clinical and Translational 
Science at UIC. 



Syllabus Instructors:  Leslie Echols & Michael D. Siciliano

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45   Welcome and Introductions; traditional vs. social network data
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30   Introduction to R
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch 
  1:30 -   3:15  Lab demonstration: using R
  3:15 -   3:30   Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -   5:00  Lab exercises
  5:00 -   8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  Social network statistics – from individual to network characteristics
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break 
11:00 - 12:30  Network visualization
12:30 -   1:00  Lunch 
  1:00 -   3:15  Lab demonstration: matrices, network objects, basic linear models
  3:15 -   3:30   Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -   5:00  Lab exercises
  
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  ERG models for cross-sectional data  
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  ERG model-building and interpretation 
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch 
  1:30 -   3:15  Lab demonstration: ERG model diagnostics
  3:15 -   3:30   Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -   5:00  Lab exercises 
 
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  SIENA models for longitudinal data
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  SIENA model selection and parameter interpretation
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch 
  1:30 -   3:15  Lab demonstration: evaluating model fit and troubleshooting in SIENA       
  3:15 -   3:30   Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 - 5:00  Lab exercises
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 - 10:00  SIENA models of selection and influence
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  Advanced topics in social network analysis     
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -   3:30  Individual consultations
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Audience
This summer institute is designed 
primarily for researchers who are 
interested in conducting social
network research, particularly those who 
are embarking upon it for the first time.

Introduction to social network analysis for 
exponential random graph models (ERGM; 
cross-sectional networks) and longitudinal 
networks using R and RSiena

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download  
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

 Introduction to Social Network Analysis 
using R and RSiena continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Mixture Distribution Model

Institute Overview
This five-day summer institute, sponsored by the IMMAP, is an intensive 
short course in the fundamentals of latent class analysis and finite mixture 
modeling. Finite mixture models are a type of latent variable model that 
express the overall distribution of one or more variables as a mixture of a finite 
number of component distributions. In direct applications, one assumes that 
the overall population heterogeneity with respect to a set of manifest variables 
is due to the existence of two or more distinct homogeneous subgroups, or 
latent classes, of individuals. These approaches are often termed “person-
centered” analyses in contrast to the “variable-centered” analyses of 
conventional factor and SEM models.

This course will introduce participants to the prevailing “best practices” for 
direct applications of basic finite mixture modeling to cross-sectional data, 
specifically latent class analysis (LCA) and latent class cluster analysis (LCCA; 
a.k.a. latent profile analysis), in terms of model assumptions, specification, 
estimation, evaluation, selection, and interpretation. Models that allow for the 
inclusion of correlates and predictors of latent class membership as well as 
distal outcomes of latent class membership will be presented. The course will 
also explore “hybrid” latent variable models that include both latent factors 
and latent classes (termed factor mixture models) and will touch briefly on 
some longitudinal extensions of mixture models including latent transition 
analysis (LTA) and growth mixture modeling (GMM), as time allows. The 
implementation of these models in the most recent version of the Mplus 
software will be demonstrated throughout the course. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Mixture Distribution Modeling will enable 
participants to:

• Acquire understanding of latent class analysis and finite mixture    
 modeling techniques as applied in the social and behavioral sciences.
     
•  Develop an appreciation for the research questions and data best suited   
     for mixture models and the common pitfalls leading to the misuse of 
     mixture models.

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 

Instructor
Dr. Katherine Masyn recently 
joined the faculty at Georgia State 
University’s School of Public 
Health as an Associate Professor of 
Biostatistics. She was previously on 
the faculty at the Harvard Graduate 
School of Education and received 
her doctorate in Social Research 
Methodology at UCLA under the 
mentorship of Prof. Bengt Muthén. 
Dr. Masyn’s research focuses on 
the development and application 
of latent variable statistical models 
related to: survival and event history 
analysis; multivariate and multi-
faceted longitudinal processes, e.g., 
latent transition growth mixture 
models; and, more broadly, the 
characterization and parameterization 
of both observed and unobserved 
population heterogeneity in cross-
sectional and longitudinal settings, 
e.g., factor mixture models. Along 
with her own methods research, Dr. 
Masyn enjoys close collaborations 
with colleagues from the fields of 
Human Development, Education, 
Psychology, Public Health, and 
Prevention Science and serves as 
the statistical consultant on multiple 
federally-funded research grants.
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Mixture Distribution Model  
continued...

Syllabus Instructor:  Katherine Masyn

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introductions
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Review of binary, ordinal, and multinomial logistic regression
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Introduction to Mplus
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Introduction to latent class analysis (LCA)
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Latent class enumeration for LCA
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Unconditional LCA wrap-up
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Introduction to latent class cluster analysis (LCCA)
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  LCCA in Mplus
 
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Latent class enumeration for LCCA
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Predictors and correlates of latent class membership
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Mplus procedures for latent class predictors
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Measurement invariance in LCA.
  
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  (Distal) outcomes of latent class membership
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Mplus procedures for latent class outcomes
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Introduction to Latent Transition Analysis (LTA)
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  LTA in Mplus
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Overview of “hybrid” factor mixture models (including growth mixture  
   models)
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Overview of advanced topics in mixture modeling (e.g., multilevel   
   LCA)
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Audience
If you are interested in learning “person-
centered” statistical modeling techniques 
that can identify unobserved subgroups 
(latent classes) characterized by qualitative 
differences in observed multivariate 
outcome distributions, this course is for 
you. You should have a good working 
knowledge of the principles and practice 
of multiple regression and elementary 
statistical inference. You will get the most 
out of the course if you already have 
experience with binary and multinomial 
logistic regression. You do not need to 
know matrix algebra, likelihood theory, 
or SEM, although that knowledge would 
be beneficial. No previous knowledge of 
mixture modeling, latent class analysis, 
or Mplus is assumed. Participants from a 
variety of fields—including psychology, 
education, human development, public 
health, prevention science, sociology, 
marketing, business, biology, medicine, 
political science, and communication—
will benefit from the course. 

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download  
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

 



Instructor
James P. Selig received his Ph.D. 
in quantitative psychology from 
the University of Kansas. He is 
currently an Assistant Professor 
in the Educational Psychology 
program at the University of New 
Mexico where he teaches graduate 
courses in research methods 
and introductory and advanced 
statistics. His quantitative areas 
of interest include: longitudinal 
data analysis, multilevel modeling, 
structural equation modeling, 
interdependent data analysis, and 
mediation models.  He is particularly 
interested in temporal design, or 
issues of time and timing in the 
design of longitudinal studies, and 
in the topic of time lag dependent 
effects. He currently serves on the 
editorial boards for Developmental 
Psychology, Parenting: Science 
and Practice, and The Journal of 
Humanistic Counseling.
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Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Multilevel Modeling

Institute Overview
The theory and practice of methods for analyzing hierarchically organized 
data. Topics include random effects, centering, multiparameter tests, 
plotting and probing within-level and cross-level interactions, multilevel 
modeling for longitudinal data, and other applications of multilevel 
analysis.

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Multilevel Modeling will enable 
participants to:

•  Acquire a basic understanding of multilevel modeling techniques as  
 applied in the social and behavioral sciences.
    
• Develop a clear understanding and appreciation of the conceptual and  
 mathematical bases of MLM.
    
• Gain knowledge of the ways in which one should formulate models,  
 test alternative models, and evaluate models with regard to statistical  
 and practical significance.
    
• Become acquainted with a variety of models that are special cases of  
 the basic multilevel model (e.g., random effects ANOVA and ANCOVA).
    
• Become proficient in the use of the program SPSS for analysis of  
 multilevel models. 

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.
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 Multilevel Modeling Multilevel Modeling: 
Foundations and Applications  continued...

Syllabus Instructor:  James P. Selig

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introductions
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Multilevel data and random effects
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Designing multilevel studies: Adding predictors
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Designing multilevel studies: Model building
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Centering
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Simple slopes analysis
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Estimation
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Individual Consultation
  
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multilevel Modeling of Longitudinal Data
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  The Metric of Time
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Alternative error structures
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Time-varying covariates
 
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multivariate multilevel models
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Power analysis and sample size
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Three-level models
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Individual Consultation
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Modeling nonlinearity
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Multilevel models for nonhierarchical data
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultation

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Audience
This course will be helpful for researchers, 
with a basic background in statistics, 
wishing to learn how to analyze nested 
or hierarchically ordered data sets (e.g. 
students within schools, employees within 
organizations, and repeated measures 
within people). Participants should have a 
good working knowledge of the principles 
and practice of multiple regression and 
elementary statistical inference. You do not 
need to know matrix algebra, calculus, or 
likelihood theory.

Participants from a variety of fields— 
including sociology, psychology, 
education, human development, 
marketing, business, biology, medicine, 
political science, and communication— 
will benefit from the course.

The course will emphasize the use of 
SPSS for multilevel modeling.  Some 
assistance will be available for questions 
related to other multilevel modeling 
packages.  Nearly all the techniques taught 
in the course can be translated fairly easily 
to most other packages.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.



Data Mining & Big Data Analytics 

Institute Overview
This summer institute is an intensive short course on the principles 
and practice of data mining and big data analytics. Topics include data 
structures, exploring and transforming data, classification & regression 
trees vs. decision trees, random forests, boosting, and model performance 
and evaluation.  Text mining and qualitative data analysis will also be 
touched upon.  Extensions of decision trees for cost-benefit analysis will 
be demonstrated.

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Data Mining and Big Data Analytics will 
enable participants to:

•    Mine numeric and text data

•    Identify mediators and moderators

•    Develop a predictive model of an outcome.

•    Evaluate model performance

•    Extend decision trees with cost data

•    Become proficient in data mining in R 
 

Instructor
Dr. Eugene Wang is an Associate 
Professor in Educational 
Psychology, and the Associate 
Director of the Institute for 
Measurement, Methodology, 
Analysis, and Policy (IMMAP). 
He received his Bachelor’s and 
Master’s degrees in Psychology 
from East Texas State University 
and his Ph.D. in Psychology 
from Texas A&M-Commerce. His 
research areas have a broad focus 
on individuals with emotional and 
behavioral disorders, assessment of 
risk (particularly violence risk), and 
strategies for reducing interpersonal 
violence. He is particularly 
interested in implementation of 
positive behavioral interventions 
and supports (PBIS) in at-risk 
populations, such as incarcerated 
youth. 

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.   Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.
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Data Mining & Big Data Analytics 
continued...

Syllabus  Instructor:  Eugene Wang

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Course Introduction
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Introduction to Data Mining
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Introduction to the R Environment
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  R Packages for Data Mining
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Data Structures and Quality
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Loading and Exploring Data
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  How to Handle Missing Data
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Transforming Data
  
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  The Basics of Building Data Mining Models
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Decision Theory
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Classification and Regression Trees & Decision Trees
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Practice
  
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Random Forests and Boosting
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Practice
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Model Performance and Evaluation
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Practice
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Extensions for Cost-Benefit Analysis
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Text Mining and Qualitative Data Analysis using the RQDA package
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Audience
If you need to analyze large, unstructured 
data sets to find hidden patterns and 
develop predictive models or risk models, 
this course is for you. You should have a 
good working knowledge of the principles 
and practice of elementary statistical 
inference. You do not need to know 
matrix algebra, calculus, or decision 
theory (although knowledge of decision 
theory might be beneficial). Participants 
from a variety of fields, including 
sociology, psychology, education, human 
development, marketing, business, 
biology, medicine, political science, 
communication, and governmental and 
nonprofit agencies, will benefit from the 
course.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course.  Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.
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Bayesian Data Analysis
http://www.indiana.edu/~jkkteach/WorkshopTexasStatsCamp2015.html

Institute Overview
Many fields of science are transitioning from null hypothesis significance 
testing (NHST) to Bayesian data analysis. Bayesian analysis provides rich 
information about the relative credibilities of all candidate parameter values 
for any descriptive model of the data, without reference to p values. Bayesian 
analysis applies flexibly and seamlessly to complex hierarchical models and 
realistic data structures, including small samples, large samples, unbalanced 
designs, missing data, censored data, outliers, etc. Bayesian analysis 
software is flexible and can be used for a wide variety of data-analytic 
models. (More about why to go Bayesian is described below.) This course 
shows you how to do Bayesian data analysis, hands on, with free software 
called R and JAGS. The course will use new programs and examples. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Bayesian Data Analysis will enable 
participants to:

• The rich information provided by Bayesian analysis and how it differs  
 from traditional (Frequentist) statistical analysis

 • The concepts of Bayesian reasoning along with the easy math and  
 intuitions for Bayes’ rule 

•  The concepts and hands-on use of modern algorithms (“Markov chain  
 Monte Carlo”) that achieve Bayesian analysis for realistic applications

•  How to use the free software R and JAGS for Bayesian analysis, with  
 many programs created by the instructor, readily useable and adaptable  
 for your research applications

•  An extensive array of applications, including comparison of two   
 groups, ANOVA-like designs, linear regression, logistic regression,  
 ordinal regression, etc. Also numerous variations for robustness   
 to outliers, non-normally distributed noise, heterogenous variances,  
 censored data, non-linear trends, auto-regressive models, etc. 

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 

Instructor
John Kruschke is eight-time 
winner of Teaching Excellence 
Recognition Awards from Indiana 
University, where he is Professor 
of Psychological and Brain 
Sciences, and Adjunct Professor 
of Statistics. He has written an 
acclaimed introductory textbook 
on Bayesian data analysis and 
many tutorial articles. He has given 
numerous popular workshops on 
Bayesian methods. His research 
interests include the science of 
moral judgment and Bayesian data 
analysis. He received the Troland 
Research Award from the National 
Academy of Sciences, and the 
Remak Distinguished Scholar 
Award from Indiana University. He 
has been on the editorial boards of 
several scientific journals, including 
Psychological Review, the Journal 
of Experimental Psychology: 
General, the Journal of Mathematical 
Psychology, and others.
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Audience
The intended audience is advanced 
students, faculty, and other researchers, 
from all disciplines, who want a ground-
floor introduction to doing Bayesian data 
analysis. 

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

 

Bayesian Data Analysis continued...

Syllabus          Instructor:  John Kruschke
Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Bayesian reasoning generally. Detailed example of Bayesian analysis. 
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Perfidious p values and the con game of confidence intervals.
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Bayes’ rule, grid approximation, and R. Simple examples to train intuition.
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Markov Chain Monte Carlo and JAGS. Complete programs for Bayesian  
   analysis.
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Hierarchical models. Shrinkage. Examples: therapeutic touch, baseball,  
   meta-analysis of extrasensory perception.
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  The generalized linear model. Simple linear regression; exponential   
   regression; sinusoidal regression, with autoregression component. 
   Robust versions of all.
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  How to modify a program in JAGS & rjags for a different model. Multiple  
   linear regression. Logistic regression. Ordinal regression.
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Hierarchical regression models: Estimating regression parameters at   
   multiple levels simultaneously.

Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Hierarchical model for shrinkage of regression coefficients in multiple regression.
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Bayesian variable selection in multiple regression.
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Model comparison as hierarchical model. The Bayes factor.   
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Two Bayesian ways to assess null values: Estimation vs model comparison. 
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Bayesian hierarchical oneway “ANOVA”. Comparisons and shrinkage.
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Models for unequal variances (“heteroscedasticity”).
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Bayesian hierarchical two way “ANOVA” with interaction. Interaction   
   contrasts.  
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Log-linear models and chi-square test.

Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Power: Probability of achieving the goals of research.
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  The goal of achieving precision instead of rejecting/accepting a null   
                       value. How to report a Bayesian analysis. Advanced topics as time permits.
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Mediation and Moderation

Institute Overview
In many scientific fields research questions have become more complex. 
Researchers are no longer simply interested in if one variable (X) is related 
to another (Y). Instead, research questions such as: “Why is X related to 
Y?” and “When is X related to Y?” abound. This course addresses methods 
to test why two variables are related (mediation) and when two variables 
are related (moderation). The course will cover classic and contemporary 
approaches to estimating moderation and mediation effects; topics include 
path analysis, indirect and direct effects, testing intervening variable 
effects, probing and plotting interactions, and combining moderation and 
mediation.

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Mediation and Moderation will enable 
participants to:

• Estimate, test, and interpret mediated (i.e., indirect) effects using OLS  
 regression and other advanced techniques (e.g. SEM).

• Estimate, test, and interpret moderated (i.e., interaction) effects using  
 OLS regression and other advanced techniques (e.g. SEM).

•  Combine mediation and moderation models to test conditional indirect
 effects.

• Use freely available macros for SPSS and SAS to test these models.

Instructor
Alexander M.  Schoemann, PhD, is 
an Assistant Professor of Psychology 
at East Carolina University. Alex 
received his PhD from the University 
of Kansas in 2011 in Social and 
Quantitative Psychology. This will 
be his 4th year teaching at stats 
camp (after spending several years 
as a “counselor”). His research 
is focused on applying advanced 
quantitative methods to data from 
behavior sciences. Specific topics 
of interest include mediation and 
moderation, missing data estimation, 
meta-analysis, structural equation 
models and multilevel models.

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 
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Audience
This course will be helpful for researchers 
in any field—including psychology, 
sociology, education, business, human 
development, political science, public 
health, communication—and others 
who want to learn how to apply the latest 
methods in moderation and mediation 
analysis using readily-available programs 
such as SPSS and SAS. Participants 
should have a good working knowledge 
of the principles and practice of multiple 
regression and elementary statistical 
inference.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

Syllabus Instructor:  Alexander M.  Schoemann

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45   Welcome & review of regression
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30   Introduction to mediation
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -   3:15  Computing, testing and interpreting mediation in regression
  3:15 -   3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -   5:00  Continue computing / Individual Consultations
  5:00 -   8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  Latent variable mediation
10:45 -  11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -  12:30  Mediation with four or more variables
12:30 -    1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -    3:15  Advanced topics in mediation: logistic regression, multilevel modeling 
  3:15 -    3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -    5:00  Continue advanced topics / Individual Consultations

Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  Introduction to moderation
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  Computing moderation in regression
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -  3:15  Graphing and interpreting moderation in regression
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Continue Graphing and interpreting / Individual Consultations 
 
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 - 10:45  Longitudinal moderation
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  Polynomial relationships
12:30 -   1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -   3:15  Advanced topics in moderation: multilevel modeling, SEM
  3:15 -   3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -   5:00  Continue Advanced topics / Individual Consultations
  
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 - 10:30  Combining mediation and moderation
10:45 - 11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 - 12:30  Testing and interpreting conditional indirect effects
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch
  1:30 -  3:30  Individual Consultations

Mediation and Moderation  
continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Psychometrics

Institute Overview
Psychometrics is defined as the science of evaluating the characteristics 
of tests or other devices designed to measure psychological attributes of 
people. Tests are broadly defined as devices for measuring ability, aptitude, 
achievement, attitudes, interests, personality, cognitive functioning, and 
mental health. Application of psychometrics to psychology and social/
behavioral science constitutes an organized effort to (a) develop and test 
theory-based measurement procedures for the development of tests and 
other measurement instruments/devices and (b) advance knowledge in 
psychological and sensory processes. Topics covered in this course include 
(a) measurement and statistical concepts, (b) scaling, (c) validity, (d) 
reliability, (e) factor analysis, (f) item and test bias and the role each plays 
in test fairness, (g) introduction to item response theory, (h) introduction to 
generalizabilty theory, (i) survey of advanced topics in psychometrics, and (j) 
developing norms and conducting test score equating.

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Psychometrics will enable participants to:

• Acquire a basic understanding of psychometrics as applied to social and    
    behavioral sciences.

• Develop a clear understanding of the conceptual basis of measurement and 
    statistical concepts specific to psychometrics.

• Acquire knowledge of how to properly apply psychometric techniques such  
    as item analysis, scaling, score reliability, statistical validity.

• Gain knowledge of how to apply factor analysis using traditional and 
    structural equation modeling approaches.

• Gain knowledge of how to apply generalizability theory for estimating score  
    reliability when classical test theory model is inadequate.

• Acquire knowledge of how to apply item response theory for scaling test  
    data. 

Session 1 
June 1 - 5    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.   Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.

Instructors
Larry Price is Professor of 
Psychometrics & Statistics and 
Director of the Initiative for
Interdisciplinary Research design 
and Analysis (IIRDA) at Texas State 
University. Prior to joining Texas 
State University, he served as a 
Psychometrician and Statistician 
for the Emory University School 
Medicine, Department of Psychiatry 
& Behavioral Sciences from 1993 to 
1999. Between 1999 and 2001, 
Dr. Price was employed at The 
Psychological Corporation in San 
Antonio, Texas as a Psychometrician/ 
Statistician II where he worked on 
the Wechsler Scales of Intelligence 
and Memory and other test of 
cognition, achievement and 
neuropsychology. In his role 
as Director of IIRDA, Dr. Price 
collaborates with interdisciplinary 
teams in conceptualizing and writing 
the analytic segments of large-
scale competitive proposals for 
National Institutes of Health, Institute 
of Education Sciences, National 
Science Foundation (CAREER and 
STEM), and Department of Defense.

Todd D. Little, Ph.D., is a professor 
of Educational Psychology 
and Leadership at Texas Tech 
University. Little is also the director 
of the Institute for Measurement, 
Methodology, Analysis, and Policy 
(IMMAP) at Texas Tech University. 



Syllabus Instructors: Larry Price & Todd D. Little

Monday   June 1, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and introduction to psychometrics
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Measurement and statistical concepts
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Scaling and types of scaling models
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Validity – part 1 then Individual Consultations
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 2, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Validity – part 2
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Reliability – classical test theory (CTT) approach
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Factor analysis - foundations
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Factor analysis (cont’d) then Individual Consultations
  
Wednesday  June 3, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Factor analysis – factorial invariance
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Factor analysis – fairness in testing, differential item (DIF) and test
   functioning (DTF)
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Introduction to item response theory (IRT)
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Item response theory (cont’d) then Individual Consultations
  
Thursday  June 4, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Introduction to Generalizability theory
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Generalizability theory (cont’d) 
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Advanced topics in psychometrics: conditional SEM/reliability,   
   G-theory basis for studying errors of measurement/reliability 
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Advanced topics in psychometrics: IRT approach to test    
   dimensionality/factor analysis, DIF/DTF then Individual Consultations
 
Friday   June 5, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Norms and test equating
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Equating – Equipercentile and IRT-based approaches
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations
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Audience
This course is ideal for persons wishing 
to broaden their understanding of the 
core principles/techniques used in 
psychometrics and the application of 
psychometric methods to practical testing 
or research problems. Participants should 
have a working knowledge of the principles 
and practice of multiple regression 
and elementary statistical inference. 
Participants from a variety of fields, 
including sociology, psychology, 
education, human development, marketing, 
business,medicine, political science, 
and communication, will benefit from the 
course.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

 

Psychometrics  continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Fundamentos para el Modelado de Ecuaciones Estructurales  
(MEE) y sus aplicaciones 

Información General del Instituto
Este instituto de verano es un curso corto intensivo sobre los principios de 
modelos de ecuaciones estructurales. Los temas incluyen análisis factorial 
confirmatorio, comparaciones entre múltiples grupos, invariancia factorial, 
así como aplicaciones más especializadas como modelos jerárquicos y 
multi-nivel SEM. Este curso busca llenar un vacío en la disponibilidad de 
opciones de capacitación de esta área en español.

Objetivos
El instituto de capacitación de cinco días sobre modelos de ecuaciones 
estructurales permitirá a los participantes:

• Obtener un conocimiento básico de las técnicas de modelos de   
 ecuaciones estructurales aplicada en las ciencias sociales y del   
 comportamiento.
    
• Desarrollar un entendimiento claro de la base conceptual del SEM y  
 una apreciación de su base matemática.
    
• Adquirir conocimientos de las formas en las que uno debe formular  
 modelos, probar modelos alternativos, y evaluar los modelos con  
 respecto a la significación estadística y práctica.
    
• Familiarizarse con una variedad de modelos que son casos especiales  
 del modelo fundamental SEM (e.j., HLM, curvas de crecimiento).
    
• Aprender a dominar el uso del programa R (lavaan), y Mplus para el  
 análisis de los modelos estructurales (también se ofrecerá asistencia  
 en LISREL)

Instructor
Mauricio Garnier-Villarreal, MA, 
es un estudiante de doctorado en 
Psicología Cuantitativa en la
Universidad de Kansas. Mauricio 
recibió su MA de la Universidad de 
Kansas en el 2013 en Psicología 
Cuantitativa. Vino a los Estados 
Unidos desde Costa Rica. Esta será 
la primera vez que se impartirá 
este curso de una semana en 
español en los Stats Camp. Ha dado 
charlas en los Stats Camp sobre 
SEM con múltiples grupos, y SEM 
bayesiano. Así como ha dado cursos 
similares a este (de una semana)
en la Universidad de Costa Rica. 
Su investigación se centra en el 
desarrollo y aplicación de métodos 
cuantitativos avanzados para el uso 
en las ciencias del comportamiento. 
Temas específicos de interés 
incluyen el manejo apropiado de 
datos perdidos, la aplicación de 
SEM desde el marco de análisis 
bayesiano, modelos de análisis 
longitudinal (especialmente de 
tiempo continuo).

Sesión 2 
8 al 12 de Junio 9:00 am- 5:00 pm

Las cinco sesiones en el instituto serán efectuadas de 
lunes a viernes de 9:00 a.m hasta las 5:00 p.m.
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Principios de SEM  continued...

Sílabo  Instructor:   Mauricio Garnier-Villarrea

Lunes    Junio 8, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Bienvenida y Presentaciones. Filosofía
10:45 -11:00  Merienda
11:00 -12:30  Psicometría
12:30 -  1:30  Almuerzo
  1:30 -  3:15  Definiendo Constructos
  3:15 -  3:30  Merienda
  3:30 -  5:00  Identificación
  5:00 -  8:30  Socialización y cena para todos los asistentes a los Stats Camp

Martes   Junio 9, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Análisis Factorial Confirmatorio I – Introducción a CFA
10:45 -11:00  Merienda
11:00 -12:30  Análisis Factorial Confirmatorio II – Comparación de Modelos, Ajuste
   de los modelos
12:30 -  1:30  Almuerzo
  1:30 -  3:15  CFA: El principio de cualquier modelo SEM, continuación
  3:15 -  3:30  Merienda
  3:30 -  5:00  Parcelas; Empiezan las consultas individuales
 
Miércoles Junio 10, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  CFA con Múltiples Grupos – Invariancia configural y débil
10:45 -11:00  Merienda
11:00 -12:30  CFA con Múltiples Grupos – Invariancia fuerte
12:30 -  1:30  Almuerzo
  1:30 -  3:15  CFA con Múltiples Grupos – Comparación de parámetros latentes  
3:15 -  3:30  Merienda
  3:30 -  5:00  Concluir los temas, luego Consultas Individuales

Jueves   Junio 11, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Análisis de Poder y manejo de datos perdidos
10:45 -11:00  Merienda
11:00 -12:30  SEM con Múltiples Grupos y Modelos de Regresión Latente
12:30 -  1:30 Almuerzo
  1:30 -  3:15  Mediación y Moderación
  3:15 -  3:30  Merienda
  3:30 -  5:00  Concluir los temas, luego Consultas Individuales

Viernes  Junio 12, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multi-método, Multi-rasgo (MTMM); y Modelos con indicadores no-
   normales y categóricos 
10:45 -11:00  Merienda
11:00 -12:30  Modelos Jerárquicos, Escribiendo resultados, Precauciones y Cierre
12:30 -  1:30  Almuerzo
  1:30 -~3:30 Consultas Individuales

Estudiantes:  Deben portar su computadora cargada con el programa antes de venir al campamento.
  Puede visitar la página web Statscamp.org para mayor información.

Audiencia
Si usted necesita analizar la estructura 
de covariancia de datos multivariados y 
tiene un conocimiento estadístico básico, 
este curso es para usted. Usted debe 
tener un buen conocimiento práctico de 
los principios y la práctica de regresión 
múltiple y la inferencia estadística 
elemental. Usted no necesita saber 
algebra de matrices, calculo, o teoría de 
probabilidad (aunque ese conocimiento 
sería beneficioso). Los participantes de 
una variedad de campos, incluyendo 
sociología, psicología, educación, 
desarrollo humano, marketing, negocios, 
biología, medicina, ciencias políticas y 
comunicación, se beneficiarán con el 
curso.  

El curso enfatizara el uso de R (lavaan) y 
Mplus, así como parcialmente LISREL. 
Se dará alguna asistencia para preguntas 
relacionadas con otros programas de 
modelos de ecuaciones estructurales. No 
se asumirá ningún conocimiento previo 
de ningún programa. Por otra parte, casi 
todas las técnicas que se enseñan en el 
curso se pueden traducir con bastante 
facilidad a la mayoría de otros programas.

Archivos del curso
Las personas inscritas en el curso deben 
visitar la página web de Stats Camp 
para descargar los archivos del curso. 
Los archivos están protegidos con clave 
para respetar los derechos de propiedad 
intelectual de los y las instructoras. Al usar 
su información de usuario usted estará de 
acuerdo en no compartir su usuario o el 
contenido protegido por el mismo. 
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SEM with Mplus

Institute Overview
More and more researchers in the social and behavioral sciences use, or 
want to use, Mplus to analyze their structural equation models. This course 
is a five day workshop on using Mplus v7.

The course starts with an introduction of structural equation modeling with 
some emphasis on the specific way Mplus is used to specify and estimate 
models and how to deal with error messages. The second day introduces 
multigroup models, how Mplus deals with non-normal and categorical 
data using bootstrapping.The third day covers more advanced topics 
that are introduced briefly (e.g. latent growth curve models, latent class 
analysis, latent growth mixture analysis). The available choices of different 
estimation methods and statistical tests are also discussed. The fourth day 
covers Bayesian statistics. On the fifth day we discuss some new ways of 
testing measurement invariance using Bayesian statistics: a comparison of 
full, partial and approximate measurement invariance.

On each day, the morning session consists of lectures, and the afternoon 
session is a computer lab where the topics of the morning are applied on 
example data (from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day). During the computer 
labs there is plenty of time to work on your own data and get feedback on 
your models. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on SEM with Mplus  will enable participants 
to:

•   Acquire a basic understanding of how structural equation models  
 as applied in the social and behavioral sciences are analyzed using the  
 software Mplus.
    
• Gain expert knowledge in using Mplus and the ways in which one  
 should formulate models, test alternative models, and evaluate models  
 with regard to statistical and practical significance.
    

Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.   Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.

Instructor
Rens van de Schoot, Ph.D. has 
taught this course for StatsCamp in 
the past. He is an assistant professor 
in Methods and Statistics at Utrecht 
University, the Netherlands and an 
extra-ordinary professor at North-
West University in South Africa. 
Besides his research on how to 
directly evaluate expectations using 
Bayesian statistics, he collaborates 
with many developmental 
researchers from different fields on 
projects about identity development, 
immigrants, post traumatic stress 
and he takes part in different projects 
about the labor market position of 
PhD students. Finally, he teaches 
many SEM and Mplus courses all 
around the world and he organizes 
Mplus users meetings in the 
Netherlands (mplus.fss.uu.nl).
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Audience
If you need to analyze your data in Mplus 
or if you want to know when to switch 
to Mplus, this course is for you. You 
should have some (basic) experience with 
other SEM software, for example AMOS, 
LISREL, openMX, SAS. No previous 
knowledge of Mplus is assumed. You do 
not need to know matrix algebra, calculus, 
or likelihood theory, or any knowledge 
on Bayesian statistics. Participants 
from a variety of fields, including 
sociology, psychology, education, human 
development, marketing, business, 
biology, medicine, political science, and 
communication, will benefit from the 
course. 

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

SEM with Mplus  continued...

Syllabus Instructor:  Rens van de Schoot

Monday   June 8, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introductions
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Introduction to Mplus, moderation and mediation, and how to deal   
   with error messages 
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Computer exercises
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Coding study characteristics
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 9, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Multiple group models 
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Mplus deals with non-normal and categorical data, bootstrapping 
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Computer exercises
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Computer exercises
  
Wednesday  June 10, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Advanced topics: latent growth curve models
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Latent class analysis, latent growth mixture analysis 
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Computer exercises
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Computer exercises
 
Thursday  June 11, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Introduction to Bayesian statistics
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Computer exercises
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Computer exercises
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Computer exercises
 
 Friday   June 12, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Model fit. Consultations (master class & individual format)
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Computer Exercises (working with your own data)
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Instructor
Todd D. Little, Ph.D., is a professor 
of Educational Psychology 
and Leadership at Texas Tech 
University. Little is also the director 
of the Institute for Measurement, 
Methodology, Analysis, and Policy 
(IMMAP) at Texas Tech University. 
He holds a Ph.D. in developmental 
psychology from the University of 
California-Riverside. Little in 2013 
received the APA Division 5 Jacob 
Cohen Award for Distinguished 
Contributions to Teaching and 
Mentoring. 

Guest lectures by
Katherine Masyn, James Selig

Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Longitudinal SEM

Institute Overview
This summer institute, sponsored by IMMAP, is an advanced intensive short 
course in the analysis of longitudinal data using SEM.

The course will be a series of lectures and computer workshops to provide 
participants with advanced training in the use of SEM for the analysis of 
longitudinal data. Topics will include design and measurement issues in 
longitudinal research, traditional panel designs, latent growth curve analysis, 
growth mixture modeling, multi-level SEM with longitudinal data and 
dynamic intra-individual modeling. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Longitudinal SEM will enable participants 
to:

• Understand the strengths and weaknesses of the different models that can  
 be applied to longitudinal data.

•   Develop a clear understanding of how the models can be specified and  
 adapted to address the specific needs and questions of the investigator.
    
•  Gain knowledge of the ways in which one should formulate models,  
 test alternative models, and evaluate models with regard to statistical and  
 practical significance.
    
•  Become proficient in the use of the program(s) LISREL 8.8x and/  
 or Mplus 5.x for analysis of structural models as they apply to   
 longitudinal data (R and SAS® assistance available).

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 
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Syllabus Instructor: Todd D. Little  
  Guest lectures by:  Katherine Masyn & James P. Selig

Monday   June 8, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introductions. Overview of Longitudinal Models
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
  1:00 -12:30  Design and Measurement Issues in Longitudinal Modeling
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Missing Data: Planned and Unplanned
  3:15 -  3:30 Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Review of Foundations of SEM
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 9, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Parcels and Parceling
10:45 -11:00 Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Longitudinal Panel Models: Basics
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Multiple-group Longitudinal Panel Models: CFA and SEM
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Wrap-up Presentation Material then Individual Consultations
  
Wednesday  June 10, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Longitudinal Mediation
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Longitudinal Moderation
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15 Latent Growth Curve Modeling: Basics
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Latent Growth Curve Modeling: Multivariate and Multiple Groups
 
Thursday  June 11, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Growth Mixture Modeling
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Lag as Moderator Models
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Multilevel Longitudinal SEM Models
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Catch-up time then Individual Consultations
  
Friday   June 12, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  P-Technique SEM
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Advanced Topics in Longitudinal Modeling
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30  Individual Consultations

Longitudinal SEM  continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Audience
If you already have a strong background 
in the application of SEM to analyze the 
covariance structure of multivariate data 
and you need to learn how to apply more 
advance models to longitudinal data, this 
course is for you. We strongly recommend 
that you attend our five-day intensive 
summer institute on the foundations of 
SEM as a pre-requisite to taking this 
five-day advanced course. If you have not 
taken the foundations seminar, you should 
have extensive experience or have taken 
a graduate-level course on SEM before 
enrolling.

Participants from a variety of fields, 
including sociology, psychology, 
education, human development, marketing, 
business, biology, medicine, political 
science, and communication, will benefit 
from the course.

The course will support LISREL, Mplus or 
Laavan. Some assistance will be available 
for questions related to other structural 
modeling packages. Previous knowledge 
of LISREL, Mplus or Laavan is preferred 
but not required. 

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.
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Advanced SEM

Institute Overview
Overview: The goal of the Advanced SEM course is to provide instruction 
on advanced topics in the world of structural equation modeling. Students 
will receive instruction on cutting edge topics and techniques. In addition, 
students who sign up for this course can request topics to be included 
during the weeklong course. If we have the expertise, we’ll gladly prepare 
and deliver a module on the topic! As with all Stats Camp courses, 
personal consultation time is available and ample support resources are 
provided on our web pages at statscamp.org.

Topics that will be covered include:

•  Advanced Missing Data Handling

•  Advanced Mixture Modeling

• Bayesian SEM (BSEM)

•  Mediation in MSEM

•  Moderation in MSEM

•  Multilevel SEM (MSEM)

•  New techniques of Model evaluation

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 

Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Instructors

With Special Guest Lectures from the 
Stats Camp Instructional Team

Katherine E. Masyn

James P. Selig

Todd D. Little

Jaehoon Lee

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Meta-Analysis

Institute Overview
This course teaches the skills necessary to conduct and write publishable 
meta-analytic reviews, including methods of searching the empirical 
literature, coding effect sizes, and analyzing effect sizes across multiple 
studies. 

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Meta-Analysis (15) will enable 
participants to:

• Understand and critically evaluate published meta-analyses.
    
•  Develop the skills necessary to conduct and write publishable meta- 
 analytic reviews.
    
•  Identify the foundations upon which more advanced meta-analytic  
 techniques are based.
 

Instructor
Noel A. Card, Ph.D., is an associate 
professor Educational Psychology 
at the University of Connecticut. He 
holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology 
from St. John’s University, and 
completed a postdoctoral fellowship 
in quantitative and developmental 
psychology at the University of 
Kansas. Noel has received many 
accolades for his skills at teaching 
and consulting on SEM issues 
and concepts, and has worked 
extensively in applying SEM to 
longitudinal and dyadic data.
Noel Card’s research interests 
are in developmental science and 
quantitative methods, and especially 
at the interface of these disciplines.  
His developmental interests are 
broadly within the domain of child 
and adolescent social development, 
with specific interest in aggression 
and peer victimization.  His 
quantitative interests are primarily 
in meta-analysis, with additional 
interests in structural equation 
modeling, analysis of longitudinal 
data, and analysis of interdependent 
data.

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. 
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Audience
If you are interested in systematically 
reviewing existing empirical literature 
and have a basic statistical background, 
this course is for you. You should have a 
good working knowledge of the principles 
and practice of elementary statistics (e.g., 
t-tests, ANOVA, correlation/regression). 
No further quantitative training is assumed, 
although participants with more extensive 
backgrounds will also benefit from this 
course.

Participants from a variety of fields, 
including psychology, education, human 
development, sociology, marketing, 
business, biology, medicine, political 
science, and communication, will benefit 
from the course. 

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course.  Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

 

Meta-Analysis  continued...

Syllabus Instructor: Noel Card

Monday   June 8, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and course overview; Introduction to meta-analysis
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Questions that can be answered through meta-analysis
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Searching the literature
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Coding study characteristics
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 9, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Basic effect size computation I: Introduction to effect sizes; computing r
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Basic effect size computation II: Computing d or o; standard errors
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Correcting effect sizes for artifacts
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Wrap-up Presentation Material then Individual Consultations
  
Wednesday  June 10, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Coding alternative effect sizes
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Computing mean effect sizes and heterogeneity
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Random effects models
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Wrap-up Presentation Material then Individual Consultations  

Thursday  June 11, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Moderator analyses I: Categorical moderator analysis
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Moderator analyses II: Continuous moderator analysis 
12:30 -  1:30 Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Moderator analyses III: Multiple / confounded moderators; mixed-  
   effects models
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Wrap-up Presentation Material then Individual Consultations
  
Friday   June 12, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Publication bias
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Reporting meta-analyses
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.
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Modern Biostatistics

Institute Overview
The goal of the modern biostatistics course is to provide instruction 
on advanced topics in the world of biostatistics. Students will receive 
instruction on cutting edge topics and techniques. In addition, students 
who sign up for this course can request topics to be included during 
the weeklong course. If we have the expertise, we’ll gladly prepare and 
deliver a module on the topic! As with all Stats Camp courses, personal 
consultation time is available and ample support resources are provided 
on our web pages at statscamp.org.

Topics that will be covered include:

•  Latent Variable Models for RCT designs

•  Latent Variable Models for Regression Discontinuity designs

•  Latent Variable Survival Analysis

•  Modern Missing Data Treatments

•  Multilevel Logistic Regression

•  Overview of Biostatistics

•  Principles of Causal Inference

•  Regularized Regression Models 

Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm

The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses. Instructors

With Special Guest Lectures from the 
Stats Camp Instructional Team

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Jaehoon Lee

Katherine E. Masyn

James P. Selig

Todd D. Little



Program Evaluation and Cost-Benefit Analysis

Institute Overview
This summer institute is an intensive short course on the principles and 
practice of program evaluation and cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit 
analysis. Topics include program theory, needs assessment, monitoring 
progress and measuring outcomes, cost-effectiveness vs. cost-benefit 
analysis, time and discounting, sensitivity analysis and risk analysis, and 
SEM and decision tree extensions of cost-benefit analysis.

Objectives
The five-day training institute on Program Evaluation and Cost-Benefit 
Analysis will enable participants to:

•    Create a logic model of a program’s theory.

•    Monitor program progress and fidelity.

•    Measure and analyze program outcomes.

•    Measure and value costs and benefits.

•   Conduct a sensitivity analysis and a risk analysis 

Instructors
Dr. Eugene Wang is an Associate 
Professor in Educational Psychology, 
and the Associate Director of 
the Institute for Measurement, 
Methodology, Analysis, and Policy 
(IMMAP). He received his Bachelor’s 
and Master’s degrees in Psychology 
from East Texas State University 
and his Ph.D. in Psychology 
from Texas A&M-Commerce. His 
research areas have a broad focus 
on individuals with emotional and 
behavioral disorders, assessment of 
risk (particularly violence risk), and 
strategies for reducing interpersonal 
violence. 

Mwarumba Mwavita is the Director of 
the Center for Educational Research 
and Evaluation (CERE) at Oklahoma 
State University. In addition, he is an 
Assistant Professor in the  Research, 
Evaluation, Measurement and 
Statistics (REMS) program in the 
School of Educational Studies (SES). 
He received his Bachelor’s Degree in 
Physics and Education at Kenyatta 
University, Master’s at University 
of Central Oklahoma, and Ph.D. in 
Research, Evaluation, Measurement, 
and Statistics from Oklahoma State 
University in 2005. He teaches 
general linear model (ANOVA, 
Regression, Multivariate), Mixed 
Models, and Program Evaluation 
courses. 

Session 2 
June 8 - 12    9:00 am - 5:00 pm
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The five-day institute sessions will be Monday – Friday 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. each day.  Friday afternoon is 
optional consultation time for all courses.
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Program Evaluation and Cost-Benefit 
Analysis  continued...

Students:  Bring a laptop computer fully loaded with the software prior to coming to camp.      
                    Look on the website Statscamp.org for more information.

Audience
If you need to analyze a program or to 
conduct cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit 
analyses, this course is for you. You 
should have a good working knowledge of 
the principles and practice of elementary 
statistical inference. You do not need to 
know matrix algebra, calculus, or decision 
theory (although knowledge of decision 
theory might be beneficial). Participants 
from a variety of fields, including 
sociology, psychology, education, human 
development, marketing, business, 
biology, medicine, political science, 
communication, and governmental and 
nonprofit agencies, will benefit from the 
course.

Course Files
Go to the Stats Camp website to download 
course files for those who have enrolled 
in the course. Please download these 
files onto your computer before the first 
day of the course. The files are password 
protected to respect the intellectual 
property rights of the instructors. By using 
your login information you agree not to 
share your login information or the content 
protected by it.

Syllabus Instructors:  Eugene Wang and Mwarumba Mwavita

Monday   June 8, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Welcome and Introduction to Program Evaluation
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Focusing Evaluation: Stakeholders and Evaluator Engagement in   
   Developing an Evaluation Plan
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Process of Program Evaluation: Formulating Evaluation Questions
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Needs Assessment and Program Planning
  5:00 -  8:30  Social hour and dinner for all Stats Camp attendees!

Tuesday  June 9, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Program Theory: How to Formulate and Assess Program Theory
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Program Monitoring Process
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Measuring Outcomes; Methods in Program Evaluation
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Results and Interpretations in Program Evaluation
  
Wednesday  June 10, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Introduction to Cost-Benefit and Cost-Effectiveness
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Resource Allocation and Decision-Making
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Steps in Cost-Benefit Analysis
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Whose Viewpoint?
  
Thursday  June 11, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  Measuring and Valuing Costs and Benefits
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Time Values and Decision Rules 
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -  3:15  Sensitivity Analysis
  3:15 -  3:30  Snack and Refreshment Break
  3:30 -  5:00  Uncertainty, Risk, and Risk Analysis
 
Friday   June 12, 2015
  9:00 -10:45  SEM Extensions of Cost-Benefit Analysis
10:45 -11:00  Snack and Refreshment Break
11:00 -12:30  Decision Tree Extensions of Cost-Benefit Analysis
12:30 -  1:30  Lunch Break
  1:30 -~3:30 Individual Consultations
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TechStat

LISREL 9
R ( including simsem, sem Tools & laavan)

IMMAP is pleased to announce TechStat. TechStat is a system of 
stand alone computers to deliver state-of-the-art statistical software
applications for StatsCampers. Currently TechStat has the following software installed:

    Mplus v7.2
    SPSS v20
    SAS v9.4
    StatTransfer v12

TechStat is only available to campers during Stats Camp. If you would like any of this software for use after 
Stats Camp, you will need to contact the software publisher to purchase a copy.

 Login information & Finding Files on Your Local Machine/Device

    From the TTU Campus: For Windows users, click here. For Mac Users, click here.

    The remote desktop address: techstats00.itts.ttu.edu - techstats09.itts.ttu.edu

    For non-TTU Users: How to find your Username and Password (Under Construction).

Logging Off TechStat

TO LOG OFF TECHSTAT, PLEASE LOG OFF. DO NOT CLOSE THE WINDOW . 
 
Quark Information 

To install the package, users will need to:

1. Download the package (to your downloads folder)

2. Open R / RStudio and type in the following command:

    For Mac: install.packages(“/Users/.../Downloads/Quark_1.2.tar.gz”, repos=NULL, type=”source”)
    For PC: install.packages(“C:/Users/.../Downloads/Quark_1.2.tar.gz”, repos=NULL, type=”source”)
    For ALL Users: Replace “...” with the computer username (e.g., “/Users/stevenchesnut/Downloads”)

3. Run Quark in R / RStudio by typing in the following command: library(Quark)

For instructions on how to use Quark, please check out the package help files that are contained within the 
program (viewable in RStudio), or click here .

Important Note: If there are variables with over 50% missing, the foundation imputation software that this 
program is built upon won’t run properly. We do recommend that you check your variables before running these 
functions. 



Social Mixer
The Monday night social mixer is a great way to kick-off Stats Camp week!
Come meet and mingle, network, see old friends and make new ones!  
Relax, sip a glass of wine or beer and get to know your fellow campers.

Group Lunch
A group lunch is provided each day.   Meet your classmates, other 
campers and fuel up for the second half of your day!

Individual Consultation
Need to ask questions?  In most classes, there are individual consultations 
at the end of class on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday for extra 
help on class work or for personal data analysis projects.  Check syllabus 
for individual consultation schedule.

Snack Room
Recharge with a cup of coffee or cold beverage and select a snack to 
munch on from the snack room.  A variety of snacking options are 
available during session breaks, so come in and refuel.  It’s all good, 
snack on!

Stats Camp Activities 
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Campers like to have fun!
After class, venture to downtown Grapevine Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday night and see what Grapevine 
has to offer.  
  

Create and view stats camp memes onfacebook.com/pagesStats-Camp

*For all courses Friday afternoons are reserved for consulting on projects and participants are welcome to depart for travel.

A haiku contest could happen, bring your A game! 
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Grapevine Historic Main Street District
400 Main Street, Grapevine, TX  76051   817-410-3185 
Step back in time in Historic Downtown Grapevine and visit the lovely 
shops, wineries, restaurants, artisans and the Palace Theatre. Unwind at 
one of Grapevine’s many winery-tasting rooms, the historic district has 
something for everyone.  

Oak Grove Park
100 Oak Grove S. Loop, Grapevine, TX  76051  
Oak Grove Park sits on 40-acres of land along the southern shores of Lake 
Grapevine. The park is filled with paved trails for bicycling, running, and 
walking. There is a small exercise area off of the trails as well.

Widowmaker Trail Rides
2301 Cedar Springs Rd, Dallas TX, 75201
Gentle, friendly horses are matched to complement your abilities. Our Lake 
Grapevine ride is 2 hours and costs  $80 per person. Located 10 minutes 
west of DFW airport.   RESERVATIONS REQUIRED.  Call 817-528-8069 or
214-478-2448.

Grapevine Mills Outlet Mall
3000 Grapevine Mills Pkwy, Grapevine, TX  76051   
Grapevine Mills is a mall featuring 180 stores of shopping, entertainment, 
and restaurants. Among the 180 stores at Grapevine Mills features Last 
Call by Neiman Marcus, Coach Factory, Ann Taylor Factory Store, Under 
Armour, and much more! Enjoy the AMC Grapevine Mills 30 with Dine-In 
Theatres, SEA LIFE Aquarium and Rainforest Cafe!  

Location: Grapevine, TX

Grapevine, Texas
Grapevine is located near Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport and offers a wide variety of 
places to explore and activities to do.  Enjoy the 
great outdoors at Grapevine Lake, take a hike, go 
horseback riding, explore the Sea Life Aquarium 
at Grapevine Mills, or wander through Grapevine 
historic main street district and sample wine.  
Your adventure awaits!
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Cowboys Golf Club
1600 Fairway Drive, Grapevine, TX 76051    817-481-7277 
The Cowboys Golf Club is the premier resort-style, daily-fee golf course 
in Texas. Inspired by excellence, an innovative golf and entertainment 
experience awaits you. This 18-hole championship golf course is the first 
opened up by an NFL team and is dotted with Cowboy’s memorabilia.

Sea Life Aquarium
3000 Grapevine Mills Pkwy, Grapevine, TX  76051    877- 819-7677
Are you a Shark lover, Seahorse fanatic or a Clown-fish groupie? At SEA 
LIFE Grapevine Aquarium you can see them all - from the curious and the 
rescued to the rare and the enigmatic. 

Texas Star Dinner Theater
816 South Main Street, Grapevine, TX 76051    817-310-5588
Experience an award winning Wild West Murder Mystery Dinner Theater 
production at the Texas Star Dinner Theater in downtown historical 
Grapevine, Texas.  Every Friday & Saturday. Tickets are $55 + tax and 
include dinner & the show! Parking is free. 

The Grapevine Opry Show
300 South Main, Grapevine, TX 76051    817-481-8733
The Grapevine Opry features a wonderful mix of popular music, treasured 
classics, comedy skits and family values. Get ready to be wowed by the 
energy, creativity and raw talent of our performers. Ticket price is $25.00 
per person. 

Meadowmere Park
3000 Meadowmere Lane,  Grapevine, TX  76051    817-488-5272
This park boasts 228 acres of active and passive recreational 
opportunities, kayak and paddle boat rentals, concessionaires of stand-
up paddle boarding, a designated swim beach, playground area, shaded 
picnic sites, and a birding area.

Location: Grapevine, TX
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Courtyard Marriott, Dallas DFW Airport North/ Grapevine
2000 Bass Pro Court, Grapevine, Texas  76051
1-817-251-9095

TownePlace Suites Marriott, Dallas DFW Airport North/
Grapevine
2200 Bass Pro Court, Grapevine, Texas  76051
1-817-421-6121

Courtyard and TownePlace Suites by Marriott DFW Airport North/
Grapevine offers 301 guest rooms including 17 beautifully appointed 
suites and is located just three miles north of Dallas/Fort Worth 
International Airport and two miles from Historic Downtown Grapevine.  
The Hotel is conveniently located off of Bass Pro Court and Highway 26 
and is just minutes away from Dallas Cowboys Golf Club, Gaylord Texan 
Convention Center and Grapevine Mills Mall.

The discounted rate is $149 per night and includes breakfast.  

Lodging: Courtyard 
TownePlace Suites
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Lodging: Courtyard 
TownePlace Suites

           •   Unique dual-branded hotel featuring 301 guest   
                rooms overlooking our large swimming pool and       
               landscaped courtyard

•  Over 12,000 square feet of flexible meeting and banquet   
 facilities accommodating up to 1000 people

•  Complimentary Parking

•  Complimentary High Speed Internet Access in the lobby  
 and all guestrooms

•  Complimentary Shuttle Service within a 5 mile radius of   
 the Hotel that includes roundtrip airport transportation

•  On site restaurant, The Bistro, open for breakfast, lunch   
 and dinner with a full service bar

•  We Proudly Serve Starbucks Coffee

•  On Site Business Center

• On Site Fitness Center

• Outdoor Swimming Pool and Fire Pit

•  On Site Guest Laundry Facility

•  Courtyard guest rooms include Iron, Ironing Board, Coffee  
 Maker, Mini Refrigerator and Microwave

•  TownePlace Suites guest rooms include Iron, Ironing   
 Board, Fully Equipped Kitchens with Dual Burner Stove   
 Top, Coffee Maker, Refrigerator and Microwave

•  Golf Cart Path connecting Hotel and Cowboys Golf Club –  
 Coming Soon!

HOTEL FEATURES:
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Travel

Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport
http://dfwairport.com/index.php

Terminal A  
      American Airlines, AA
 
Terminal B  
      American Eagle Airlines, MQ
 
Terminal C  
      American Airlines, AA
 
Terminal D  
      Aeromexico Airlines, AM
      American Airlines, AA
      American Eagle Airlines, MQ
      Avianca Airlines, AV
      British Airways Airlines, BA
      Cayman Airways, KX
      Emirates Airlines, EK
      KLM Airlines, KL
      Korean Air Lines Airlines, KE
      Lufthansa Airlines, LH
      Qantas Airways Airlines, QF
      Sun Country Airlines, SY
 
Terminal E  
      Air Canada Airlines, AC
      Alaska Airlines, AS
      Delta Airlines, DL
      Frontier Airlines, F9
      JetBlue Airways Airlines, B6
      Spirit Airlines, NK
      United Airlines, UA
      US Airways Airlines, US
      Virgin America Airlines, VX
      WestJet Airlines, WS

Dining Options abound in the area surrounding our 
DFW Airport hotels, from Italian, Mexican to Steakhouse 
and more.

Cafe Italia       817-251-0999
2647 Ira E. Woods, Grapevine, TX  76501
Cuisine: Italian,    Price: $10 - $25

Mi Dia            817-421-4747
1295 South Main Street,  Grapevine, TX  76501
Cuisine: Mexican,    Price: $10 - $30

Old Hickory     817-778-2215
1501 Gaylord Tri, Grapevine, Texas  76051
Cuisine: Steakhouse,    Price:  $31 - $40

Esparza’s         817-4814668
124 E. Worth Street, Grapevine, TX 76051
Cuisine: Mexican,    Price: $12

Shuttle Service
Marriott Dallas/Fort Worth Airport hotels boast ideal 
proximity to both the airport and Dallas’s vibrant 
downtown.

Complimentary shuttle service to and from DFW Airport 
and our hotel properties makes coming and going a 
breeze, and our knowledgeable and friendly staff are 
poised to help you find the right attractions, restaurants, 
and shopping for you.

The Grapevine Mills Mall is a must-do for guests of 
Dallas/Fort Worth Airport hotels. This outlet facility offers 
the ultimate retail therapy experience. There’s also the 
Mustangs of Las Colinas at Williams Square, an awe-
inspiring exhibit featuring the world’s largest equestrian 
sculptures.
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Books

Little, T. D., Bovaird, J. A., & Card, N. A. (Eds.) (2007). Modeling contextual effects in 
longitudinal studies. Mahwah, NJ: LEA

Longitudinal data are critical for understanding how individuals change across time. 
Researchers are faced with a complex task when modeling the contexts in which 
longitudinal processes unfold. Modeling Contextual Effects in Longitudinal Studies 
reviews the challenges and alternative approaches to modeling these influences and 
provides methodologies and data analytic strategies for behavioral and social science 
researchers.

Card, N. A., Selig, J. P., Little, T. D. (Eds.) (2008). Modeling Dyadic and Interdependent 
Data in the Developmental and Behavioral Sciences. New York, NY: Routledge

Lee, J., Little, T. D., & Preacher, K.J. (2010). Partial factorial invariance in cross-
cultural research. In E. Davidov, P. Schmidt & J. Billiet (Eds.), Cross-cultural data 
analysis: Methods and applications. New York: Guilford press.
Structural equation modeling (SEM) has been suggested as a single, integrated 
framework for testing cross-cultural group differences. Recently, particular forms of 
SEM have been widely used to detect the items that function differently for different 
groups (i.e., differential item functioning; DIF). Accordingly, the primary goal of this 
chapter is to discuss some methodological issues that may arise when researchers 
conduct SEM-based DIF analysis.

Little, T. D. (2013). Longitudinal Structural Equation Modeling. New York: Guilford 
press.
Featuring actual datasets as illustrative examples, this book reveals numerous ways 
to apply structural equation modeling (SEM) to any repeated-measures study. Initial 
chapters lay the groundwork for modeling a longitudinal change process, from 
measurement, design, and specification issues to model evaluation and interpretation. 
Covering both big-picture ideas and technical “how-to-do-it” details, the author 
deftly walks through when and how to use longitudinal confirmatory factor analysis, 
longitudinal panel models (including the multiple-group case), multilevel models, 
growth curve models, and complex factor models, as well as models for mediation 
and moderation. User-friendly features include equation boxes that clearly explain the 
elements in every equation, end-of-chapter glossaries, and annotated suggestions 
for further reading. The companion website (http://immap.educ.ttu.edu/guilford/
little) provides datasets for all of the examples—which include studies of bullying, 
adolescent students’ emotions, and healthy aging—with syntax and output from 
LISREL, Mplus, and R (lavaan).

Great Resources To Pick Up At Stats Camp!
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Stats Camper Reviews   

We hear it over and over again that our 
Stats Camp is simply the best and we think 
so too!  Here is what campers tell us!

“The summer institute provides a wonderful opportunity for researchers to learn the basic fundamentals of 
SEM as well as some advanced applications and research opportunities that SEM can facilitate. Dr. Little 
provides personable “hands-on”instruction in a relaxed and enjoyable environment. I highly recommend 
this summer institute to faculty and graduate students alike!” -- Paul Schrodt, Assistant Professor, University of 
Texas at Arlington

“The instructor’s clear and practical presentation of material that was once intimidating to me has uncovered 
a powerful analytic tool. I feel comfortable that I’ve learned the correct application of SEM from experts in 
the field. At the same time, I was introduced to cutting edge techniques and I understand the advantages of 
their use.”--Jenny Tehan, Graduate Student, Georgia Institute of Technology

“This course was the most useful statistical training course I’ve ever had! The instructors are down to earth 
and practical in their teaching style and the classroom environment was relaxed and non-threatening, which 
is necessary for such a potentially daunting topic. In particular, the one-on-one private consultation with my 
own data was invaluable.”  -- Camper Comment   

“I would like to take a minute to write a quick note to thank you for a wonderful class. I really learned a 
tremendous amount. Great workshop, nicely paced, good balance between theory and the practicalities 
of doing SEM. Definitely worth the cost and, more important to me, worth my time.” -- Megan R. Gunnar, 
Distinguished McKnight University Professor, Institute for Child Development, University of Minnesota

“The instructors were clear, concise, and helpful in addressing questions. Before attending, I was concerned 
that I would have trouble truly understanding all of the concepts and material in such a short time, but the 
instruction was fantastic and not overwhelming.”  -- Camper Comment 



“I participated in your SEM: Foundations and Extended Applications Stats Camp course earlier this summer. 
It was such a wonderful training opportunity that has, already, found lots of applications in various grant 
proposals and analyses. As I’ve said to several colleagues since, what impressed me most was your ability to 
take something that prior to my arrival seemed overwhelming and complicated and make it seem so do-able. 
AND, not only could I do it but I understood the logic and principles guiding my decisions – an invaluable 
experience!”   -- Amy K. Syvertsen, Ph.D.

“Although I have been involved with structural equation modeling (SEM) for many years now, I am still an 
inveterate SEM course taker. Without question, of all the courses I have ever taken, the courses presented 
at Stats Camp have to be the best ever—hands down! Virtually everything about them is superb—material 
presented is thorough and well documented, slide content is always clear and very readable, pacing of the 
presentation is carefully monitored to match internalization of content, allotment of time for questions and 
extended discussion is generous, assistance with application of statistical techniques is ongoing, and, as 
if that were not enough, participants are provided with an abundance of supportive resources by way of 
key references, computer input/output files, visual and audio copies of the presentation, important reading 
materials, and guides to understanding critical statistical and SEM concepts. In my view, Todd Little’s Summer 
Stats Camp is an absolute gold mine of information.”-- Barbara Byrne, School of Psychology, University of Ottawa

“The instructors have an unmistakable dedication to research methods and data analysis of the very highest 
quality-but are remarkably balanced in their very obvious efforts to connect with others on a professional and 
personal level as very likable and real people.  -- Camper Comment 

“Wow. Simply superb—the instructors, and the materials. Each course I’ve taken has been excellent and worth 
it! I will recommend Stats Camp to all my friends and colleagues.” -- Camper Comment 
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Stats Camper Reviews 
continued...   



Box 41071  Lubbock, Texas  79409-1071
www.immap.educ.ttu.edu    Phone:  (806) 742-1958    Fax:  (806)  742-2179    Stats Camp email: statscamp@statscamp.org


